Program

Friday 10 Oct 2014
Distant guests arrive and check in at hotel; dinner available in the cluster of hotel restaurants on Level 2

Saturday 11 Oct 2014
Complimentary breakfast available in hotel lobby

9:00 AM. Word of Welcome
9:05 AM. Introduction to the Style Test (Bruce Brooks)
9:05 AM. The Style Test: Chinese Applications (Mary Cleary)
  Example: The Rhetoric of Mencius 1A7 (single author; final segment suspect)
  Example: Güngsün Lüngdž (six chapters in a supposed corpus; three challenged by Graham)
9:30 AM. The Style Test: Biblical Greek Application (Keith Yoder)
  Example: The Rhetoric of Hebrews (single author; final segment suspect)
  Example: The Pastorals (three texts, agreed non-Pauline; assignation to other author or authors uncertain)
10:00 AM
  General discussion
10:30 AM: Tea Break
11:00 AM
  Interpolations in 1 Corinthians
12 Noon: Lunch
1:00 PM
  Discussion of the Corinthian Correspondence
2:30 PM: Tea Break
3:00 PM
  Discussion of the Corinthian Correspondence or other NT Texts
4:00 PM: End of the Formal Session
4:30 PM: Chinese Dinner (Ginger Garden, Amherst)
6:00 PM: Free Evening

Sunday 12 Oct 2014
Complimentary breakfast available in hotel lobby
Distant guests depart; van service to Bradley Airport (BDL) has been arranged if required

For information, directions, or to report change of plan: call Bruce Brooks at 413 584-1810 (during the meeting, use the cellphone number: 413 222-6038)